Introduction
Solvent vapor annealing (SVA) has become a leading processing method in producing long range ordered structures in thin film block copolymer (BCP) systems. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] SVA is particularly important for BCPs with high Flory-Huggins interaction parameter w, 1-3,6-10,19-28 which are of interest for making microdomain patterns with small period but which have high order-disorder transition (ODT) temperatures requiring high annealing temperatures. SVA also enables access to non-bulk morphologies such as spheres or lamellae formed from a bulk-cylindrical BCP. 29 The thin film morphology is governed primarily by w, degree of polymerization N, BCP minority component volume fraction f, 23, 29, 30 and surface/confinement effects, 31 but SVA provides additional degrees of freedom based on the fraction of different solvents incorporated, their selectivity with respect to each block, and in thin films, solvent effects on the surface and interface energies.
Although there has been great success with SVA in producing ordered structures from BCPs with high w, 24, 32 the detailed physics of how the ordering takes place is not fully understood and many studies have treated the annealing process as a ''black box.'' Real time monitoring of morphology is typically conducted by measuring film thickness using ellipsometry or spectral reflectometry methods, [33] [34] [35] by using in situ scattering methods, 25, 26 or by atomic force microscopy when there is enough elastic contrast between blocks. [36] [37] [38] The detailed final morphology is usually characterized through destructive methods such as scanning electron microscopy or transmission electron microscopy in which samples are etched or stained 39 or nonintrusive scattering methods coupled with inverse data analysis methods. 40, 41 GISAXS (grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering) studies have characterized the average morphology as a function of annealing time for several BCP systems. 25, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] These experiments showed that ordering began during the swelling stages of the thin film and that the final structures were independent of the casting method. If films are swollen too much or if the BCP has a low w, the order is lost at a critical swelling thickness during the anneal as the system exceeds the ODT. 45, 46 In these cases ordered structures reappear during quenching and are highly dependent on the quench dynamics. However, if the system is quenched from an ordered state, little lateral (in-plane) shrinkage is observed and the film collapses in the out-of-plane direction. 46 This implies that the ordered structures formed in the swelled state are essentially preserved apart from an out-of-plane contraction as the solvent escapes. Thus the morphologies formed during SVA are a function of solvent removal rate, swollen solvent concentration, and swollen film thickness, but not the original as cast film morphology. 43 These experimental results set the stage for trying to model the systems in a realistic manner. Previous attempts at modelling solvent annealed systems have focused on trying to find the final state of the system assuming equilibrium conditions are reached. [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] These models have considered solvent either implicitly by using effective w and volume fraction f parameters that are a function of the solvent incorporated into the system, or explicitly by using a separate partition function for selective solvent species in addition to the polymer partition function. The models correspond to solvent annealed films where ordering occurs during swelling, thus the morphologies found represent structures ''frozen'' from the swollen state in the final quenched state. More recently, dynamic simulations have been attempted starting with a disordered mixture of neutral solvent and BCP with ordering arising from the assumed quench dynamics imposed on the system. 58 There have also been attempts at modelling the full SVA process starting with a dry disordered film and including solvent in a particle based model. 59 General approaches to dynamical methods have also been suggested. 60 In this study, we present an overview of the current theoretical framework in understanding the physical process of SVA in light of the recent in situ experimental progress with GISAXS and advances in modelling techniques. This framework is then applied to self-consistent field theory (SCFT) simulations with solvent modeled both implicitly and explicitly.
Methods

A. Experimental basis
In SVA experiments, thin films of a BCP are placed in a chamber with a solvent atmosphere. This atmosphere can either be from a liquid reservoir near the sample 61, 62 or from a controlled flow of vapor and inert gas into the chamber. [6] [7] [8] 24, 33, [63] [64] [65] [66] The solvents used can be neutral or selectively preferential to the different blocks in the BCP. 12 The morphologies formed in these thin films can be varied by controlling the vapor pressures and ratio of selective solvents, and often differ qualitatively from the bulk morphology. 24, 33, 61, [67] [68] [69] The morphology can even be changed reversibly upon further annealing in solvents with different selectivity. 24, 32, 70 The solvent plasticizes the film 71-74 raising its diffusivity and allowing ordering to occur even at ambient temperature. During SVA, the film thickness can swell to several times the initial thickness depending upon the solvent and its vapor pressure. SVA is effective both for thick films (i.e. with thickness many times L 0 , the natural periodicity of microdomains in the BCP) and for films with thickness of EL 0 which form a monolayer of microdomains. The greatest level of control over the solvent environment is obtained from a continuous flow SVA process where solvent vapor of known composition flows through the sample chamber. 33, 34 Terracing (formation of holes and islands on the film surface) can occur for morphologies with in-plane orientation, [75] [76] [77] but this is minimized by ensuring that the swelled film thickness is commensurate with the domain spacing.
The model presented here is based on data obtained from thin films of two different molecular weight polystyrene-bpolydimethylsiloxane (PS-PDMS) BCPs as well as homopolymer PS and PDMS thin films solvent annealed in various ratios of toluene and heptane vapors. These experiments were performed both in a control flow setup as well as a vented open solvent reservoir. Details of these experiments can be found in the ESI † (S1) as well as previous work. 33, 35 However, the methodology can be applied to other polymer systems as well.
B. Theoretical framework
In order to apply simulation methodology to SVA in BCP thin film systems, a framework of the major stages during SVA needs to be defined, schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The three stages are swelling, annealing, and quenching. An additional pre-stage, casting, describes how the film is deposited, usually by spin coating from a dilute solution. The pre-stage determines initial film thickness D 0 , but assuming a thermodynamic equilibrium is reached during annealing, the memory of the as-cast morphology is lost. 46 Swelling refers to the ingress of solvent into the thin film and the resulting increase in film thickness, and quenching or deswelling refers to solvent egress and the resulting decrease in film thickness. The film is usually assumed to collapse in the out-of-plane direction, preserving in-plane microdomains. 45, 46 Annealing refers to the diffusion of polymer chains to form ordered structures in the presence of the solvent, and can occur during swelling and quenching.
C. Modelling
Modelling the sequence of SVA stages is complex, especially if the film forms kinetically trapped structures. For films more than a few L 0 thick, the concentration gradient of solvent in the film begins to play an important factor in the dynamics of quenching and can affect the final morphology when quench rates are slow. 9 In the present work, swelled films less than 3L 0 thick are considered and solvent gradients are neglected. To examine equilibrium morphologies, both an implicit model valid for low to moderate solvent incorporation by volume and a model where the solvent is modeled explicitly using a monoatomic fluid partition function are presented in the framework of SCFT. [78] [79] [80] [81] The details of the SCFT simulations used here are given in the ESI † (S2).
The film thickness and effective fraction of BCP in the implicit simulations and fraction of BCP and film thickness in the explicit simulations are determined from the experimental swelling ratio S R = D/D 0 , where D is the swollen film thickness before quenching and D 0 is the initial film thickness. An effective w (or range of w) is selected to be proportional to the fraction of BCP in the implicit case 42, 58, 82, 83 though this is approximate due to uncertainties in measuring w, and fluctuation effects. 84 It should be noted the implicit model consists of just the standard BCP model but with effective f and wN parameters based on the incorporated solvents.
Since solvent annealed BCP systems can be thought of as multiple component and species systems, the number of degrees of freedom in the system can become intractable even with a small number of different solvents added to the system. To simplify the simulations, the solvents are treated as effective monomers of the two polymers such that each is completely selective to one of the blocks. This reduces the number of distinct chemical species in the system to two. A neutral solvent would then correspond to equal fractions of both monomers in this model. However, truly neutral solvents would promote a disordered structure, while highly preferential solvents in any ratio would likely promote microphase separation with micelle formation in the dilute polymer limit.
The alternative approach would treat each solvent as its own species, and each solvent added to the system would introduce additional w parameters for interactions with each block and other solvents already in the system. In general this means for a
Flory-Huggins interaction parameters, i.e. 3, 6, 10. . . interaction parameters for a diBCP with 1, 2, 3. . . solvents, respectively. Additionally, each solvent has an independent volume fraction parameter. Such an approach quickly becomes intractable, thus we choose to assume the solvents behave analogous to the monomer of the corresponding polymer for which that solvent is selective. For this assumption that a solvent behaves as a combination of two monomeric species for diBCP systems, an effective w parameter denoted as w eff is applied to the system to account for the incorporation of solvent into the system without explicitly having w parameters for each polymer and/or solvent pair. Previous studies 85 have shown the relationship
to hold for neutral solvents where F sol is the volume fraction of solvent in the swollen film and F BCP is the volume fraction of BCP in the swollen film (not to be confused with f which refers to the minority component fraction of the BCP). Then
Here a is a constant that is close to 1 in the dry film limit and increases to a value between 1.3 to 1.6 with increasing solvent incorporation. 42 Since most of our experiments have S R in the range of 1.
If highly selective solvents are used (as is the case of heptane for PDMS 33 ), then a can take on values less than 1 or even negative values in eqn (1). 86 In these cases the solvents enhance phase separation between the blocks. The model also includes an effective N. In the SCFT simulations, the chains are coarse-grained into N s statistical monomers. Having more N s segments leads to more accurate simulations, but at the cost of computational time which rises linearly with N s . For the systems studied here, N s = 125 which corresponds to 0.25N for a 45.5 kg mol À1 f = 0.33 PS-PDMS and to 0.15N for a 75.5 kg mol À1 PS-PDMS with f = 0.41. Length scales in the simula-
which is then related to L 0 of the BCP features. Here l is the effective statistical monomer length which is B0.56 nm in real units as an average for PS and PDMS. 78 L 0 is then given as L 0 ffi lN 2=3 w 1=6 ffi ffiffi ffi 6 p R g ðwNÞ 1=6 in the high wN limit. 29 To facilitate comparisons, the dimensions of features are normalized to L 0 . In principle L 0 itself depends on the solvent incorporation, but this dependence can be relegated into the effective w and N parameters and how those parameters depend on the incorporated solvent fraction F sol .
i. Implicit model. The effective volume fraction f eff is selected such that any incorporated solvent selective to the minority component adds to this effective fraction. This assumption is valid as long as the system remains microphase-separated upon adding solvent. Here we consider a model system with a BCP with minority component A, majority component B, and selective solvents A sol and B sol , respectively. Using the convention that the volume fraction f refers to the minority component A in the BCP, the effective fraction of the A component in a swollen film is
where x A,sol is the fraction of the total solvent in the film that is A-selective, and x A,sol + x B,sol = 1.
To describe solvents that are not fully selective to either block, such as toluene and heptane in PS-PDMS (heptane is highly preferential to PDMS whereas toluene is preferential to PS but also soluble in PDMS), a ''selectivity fit'' using b selectivity parameters is constructed which expresses x A,sol as a linear combination of the fractions of toluene and heptane that swell only the A-block (PDMS), i.e.
where y tol + y hept = 1 represents the respective fractions in the liquid solvent mixture from which the vapor is produced.
b tol and b hept are the selectivity fit factors for a given solvent mixture, and allow the experiment, in which a solvent vapor consisting of two partially selective solvents is produced from a liquid solvent mixture, to be mapped onto the model, in which the solvent vapor is treated as a combination of fully-selective solvents. Fit parameters were found from a previous study of the swelling behavior of PS, PDMS, and PS-PDMS thin films in mixed solvent vapors. 33 The fit parameters were: b hept D 1 for all values of y tol ,b tol D 0 for y tol o 0.7, and b tol increased linearly toward a value of 0.25 as y tol increased to 1. This represents the high selectivity of heptane to the PDMS block for any solvent mixture, whereas toluene is highly selective to the PS block, but starts to enter the PDMS as the solution becomes toluene-rich. Details of these fits are found in the ESI † (S3), but we point out that the data used to generate the fits was obtained from a continuous flow SVA system in which the solvent vapor was produced by bubbling nitrogen through liquid toluene and liquid heptane and mixing the resulting vapors in different proportions. The fits may differ for a system where the vapor is produced from a liquid solvent mixture due to the non-ideality of the toluene-heptane mixture.
Using these fit parameters, the range of f eff accessible for a given PS-PDMS BCP can be calculated for different solvent fractions present and swelling ratios S R , and the microdomain morphologies then determined. Whether the BCP will still be microphase-separated in the swollen state can be estimated assuming w eff N Z 10.5 for microphase-separation to occur. 29, 30 Plots of the accessible range of f eff for two PS-PDMS BCPs with molecular weights 45.5 kg mol À1 and 75.5 kg mol À1 and f = 0.33 and f = 0.41, respectively, at three swelling ratios are shown in Fig. 2 . At these swelling ratios f eff can theoretically cover a range of B0.2 to 0.7, i.e. the swollen BCP thin film could form spherical, cylindrical, gyroid or lamellar structures depending on the solvent mixture used. Moreover, the range of f eff increases with swelling ratio.
These calculations allow a solvent mixture to be determined which is effectively neutral to the two blocks such that f eff = f. For f = 0.33 this occurs at y tol = 0.66 (2 to 1 volume ratio of toluene to heptane) and for f = 0.41 this occurs at y tol = 0.6 (3 to 2 toluene to heptane). Also, taking a= 1, w PS-PDMS = 0.14 at room temperature 87 (other work gives w PS-PDMS as high as 0.27), and N = 495 and N = 847 for the two different BCPs, w eff N exceeds 10.5 for S R r 6.6 and S R r 11.3 for the two respective N. These rather large S R are many times greater than the experimental swelling ratios meaning these systems should not disorder upon swelling. Thus implicit simulations should be valid to model the PS-PDMS/toluene-heptane experiments.
ii. Explicit model. In the case of explicit modelling, the SCFT framework used must be modified slightly to treat solvents as explicit species. The main alteration in the theory is the addition of a solvent partition function Q sol in addition to the single chain BCP partition function Q BCP . 80, 81, 88 Explicit modelling must be used if there is a large quantity of solvent in the system or when wN is so low that upon swelling the film could pass through the ODT. Q sol is given as
where Q sol ( r) is the position-dependent chemical potential field for the appropriate selective solvent.
is the free energy Hamiltonian with the solvent partition function for a system with species A and B. In this formalism, there are only A and B selective solvent species. In order to model the toluene and heptane system for PS-PDMS for high toluene fractions y tol 4 0.7 where toluene behaves slightly selectively, the toluene fraction in the model needs to be adjusted to account for this selectivity. In other words, in comparing the explicit fractions of selective solvents in simulations with the experimental fractions of solvents, the region of pure B sol is inaccessible experimentally in the PS-PDMS toluene and heptane system since pure toluene will swell both blocks (i.e. a solvent purely selective to PS would be needed experimentally to reach this model region). This limitation just means that some of the lower f eff are inaccessible, but could be reached using a solvent with higher preference for PS. This also explains why f eff increases for high y tol in Fig. 2 rather than continuing to decrease. In order to calculate normalized densities of A and B, the following equations are evaluated. f A is the local minority BCP density, f B is the local majority BCP density, f solA is the local density of A sol , f B is the density of B sol , F BCP is the total fraction of BCP in the system, f solA is the total fraction of A sol in the system, f solB is the total fraction of B sol in the system, F sol = f solA + f solB , and q and q † are the forward and reverse propagators used to calculate the single chain partition function Q BCP . 
Upon adding these equations to the SCFT framework, explicit modelling can be performed.
Results and discussion
A. Experimental results
Experimental morphology results for a thin film of 75.5 kg mol À1 f = 0.41 are shown in Fig. 3 under a variety of SVA conditions. 35 Four morphologies were observed with S R B 1.5-2.5, monolayer spheres, monolayer cylinders, monolayer perforated lamellae, and monolayer in-plane lamellae, for different solvent mixtures.
A range of f eff corresponding to the different experimental solvent ratios is given, calculated from the fitted parameters for b tol (which varies between 0 and 0.25 depending on the solvent mixture) and b hept D 1. This range is given for the cases b tol = 0 and b tol = 0.25. In each of the four different samples in Fig. 3 , and in additional cases presented in Table 1 , there is a general agreement between the expected morphology for the calculated f eff and the observed morphology.
B. Simulation results
Here we detail the results from simulation studies of both implicit and explicit SVA conditions. Further considerations on how to compare these results with experiments are given in the ESI † (S4). i. Implicit simulation results. 3D implicit SCFT simulation were performed using parameters that correspond to a 75.5 kg mol À1 f = 0.41 PS-PDMS BCP solvent annealed in various mixtures of toluene and heptane. 35 Bulk simulations without solvent were performed initially to determine L 0 for the BCP. L 0 was defined as the spacing of a set of metastable hexagonally packed cylinders. This length scale was chosen since the polymer in the bulk is an equilibrium gyroid phase but gyroids do not form in thin film simulations. L 0 would be related to the gyroid d 211 spacing such that
Details of the bulk simulations and the determination of L 0 are discussed in the ESI † (S5).
To examine the effects of various solvent ratios on this system, four different effective fractions were chosen and simulations performed over a range of thicknesses. Based on the fitting factors b described above, the four effective volume fractions f eff = 0.25, 0.35, 0.41 and 0.45 correspond to solvent ratios of toluene : heptane that produce morphologies spanning the range from spheres to cylinders to perforated lamellae to lamellae as shown in Table 1 .
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in-plane with incommensurate unit cell dimensions of 1.85L 0 by 1.62L 0 to avoid biasing the in-plane morphologies. The use of larger simulation cells could also be performed but doing so is more computationally expensive. An effective (wN) eff = 18 was chosen as discussed in the ESI † (S5) to best model the approximate value of w for the swelling conditions examined, though future studies should try to capture w eff as a function of f eff and S R explicitly.
To reduce computation time the two surfaces were both chosen to be preferential to the majority block B such that monolayers of spheres, cylinders, perforated lamellae, or lamellae would form without a minority wetting layer, when the film thickness was commensurate with the monolayer thickness. The morphologies are equivalent to those formed for minoritypreferential surfaces for films thicker by L 0 (i.e. twice each wetting layer thickness of L 0 /2). The film thickness was varied from 0.5L 0 up to 1.5L 0 .
Free energy curves with the monolayer morphology highlighted are shown in Fig. 4 . The energy has a local minimum when a monolayer of microdomains formed. For the four f eff cases studied, spheres were the monolayer equilibrium morphology for f eff = 0.25, cylinders for f eff = 0.35, perforated lamellae for f eff = 0.41, and in-plane lamellae for f eff = 0.45. Other transitional morphologies were observed at incommensurate thicknesses, and double layer morphologies formed at higher thicknesses. More details are presented in the ESI † (S6). 
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The overall result is that in the implicit model, where a varying solvent ratio is modeled by changing the value of f eff , we predict a range of morphologies which correspond well to those obtained experimentally (spheres, cylinders, perforated lamellae, lamellae at toluene : heptane = 10 : 1, 5 : 1, 3 : 1 and 1 : 5 respectively, Table 1 ). Additionally, these results are consistent with previous studies of confined thin film morphologies with similar conditions, and a direct comparison of the phase diagram is shown in the ESI † (S7). 90 ii. Explicit simulation results. Explicit SVA simulations were performed in 2D with f = 0.4 and a fixed wN = 28 with different amounts of solvents with volume fractions f solA , f solB . Simulation cells of size 4L 0 by 4L 0 were chosen to be large enough to examine bulk behavior and the fraction of A sol and B sol was varied from 0.00 to 0.60 such that f solA + f solB r 0.60. The total fraction of BCP is evaluated using the incompressibility constraint that F BCP + f solA + f solB = 1. Additionally the effective fraction of A species is simply f eff = fF BCP + f solA where f solA = x A,sol F sol and f solB = x B,sol F sol . Additional 2D simulations over a range of f, wN, f solA , and f solB were also performed to compare the relative phase behavior of the explicit model with the standard BCP phase space. These supplemental simulations and discussion of the results can be found in the ESI † (S8). The main conclusion from those simulations is that w eff (F sol ) depends on the ratio of f solA to f solB , total solvent fraction F sol , and the original value of f. Quantifying this exact dependence is an immense task, so two extreme cases were examined in 1D by examining how the L 0 of 1D density profiles varied with F sol for an f = 0.5 copolymer for the cases of only A selective solvent and equal amounts of A and B selective solvents. These results and derived functional dependencies of w eff on F sol are discussed in the ESI † (S9). As shown in Fig. 5 , various phase regions were observed in the simulations depending on the values of f solA and f solB . The 2D bulk morphology with no solvent includes 2D circles (corresponding to through-plane cylinders) and line structures (lamellae) of A. As more f solA is added to the system, the line structures become more dominant and eventually transitions to a perforated A network surrounding circles (or through-plane cylinders of B) and lines of B. As f solB increases, the morphology transitions toward hexagonally close packed circular structures and eventually solvated A-rich micelles. As both A and B solvent fractions are increased, order is eventually lost.
From these results and those in the ESI, † there is a large range of f solA and f solB , up to around F sol = 0.50 for ratios of f solA to f solB close to 1 where microphase-separated morphologies are retained without macrophase separation of the solvent from the BCP, with the maximum F sol decreasing as the solvent quality approaches pure A or B depending on the exact value of f. The fact that the system can retain ordered structures at such high total solvent fractions gives credence to the ability of implicit simulations to model SVA up to S R values around 2. A comparison of the density profiles of the two models in 1D is shown in the ESI † (S10) for a case where macrophase segregation did not occur showing these density profiles are qualitatively the same when comparing the total A and B component densities of the explicit model with the A and B densities in the implicit model. However, there are several cases where disorder enters the system or macrophase separation occurs from simply adding more solvent, marking the limitation of implicit simulations. These 2D simulations provide a sense of how the morphology varies with solvent fraction; it is expected in 3D the phase boundaries would be shifted.
Quasi-static simulations were performed in 3D to examine the effect of quenching on the sample morphology. A BCP containing no explicit solvent was first equilibrated to a local saddle point solution. Next, the total unit cell thickness was increased incrementally to a larger swelling ratio by adding solvent, then collapsed back to the original film thickness by removing solvent. Finally the system was re-equilibrated. These simulations yield some information about the structural evolution during swelling and deswelling, but still the simulations only look at local equilibrium states and thus do not determine the kinetic pathway between states since steepest descent methods are still used to relax the fields.
Results using two separate surface wetting cases are shown in Fig. 6 . In one case the top and bottom surface energy conditions are both preferential to PDMS (block A), and in the other case only the top surface is A-preferential while the bottom surface is B-preferential. In all these cases the morphologies that formed were in-plane morphologies. The solvent was incorporated such that f solA = f solB and the main variable changed was f reflecting the initial bulk BCP volume fraction. These conditions correspond roughly to neutral solvent, and probe the effect of rapid quenching, unlike the 2D simulations.
As the BCP swelled the A domains increased in diameter but their morphology remained the same, and they shrank upon quenching. For the most part, quenching did not change the swollen morphology but in a few cases of perforated lamellae the swelling/quenching sequence led to a transition to a new morphology. These cases where a phase transition occurred represent either a metastable phase being encountered or a first order phase transition between phases due to the change in incorporated solvent fraction. A more comprehensive investigation would examine more thicknesses and solvent ratios, as well as changing w and adjusting the surface preferentiality with increasing solvent fraction, but the results here indicate that explicit solvent incorporation is a good first step to model morphological changes. Additional quasi-static explicit SVA simulations are detailed in the ESI † (S11).
Conclusions
Both implicit and explicit SCFT simulations provide insight into the physics of SVA. By using effective parameters based on the amount of solvent incorporation, and treating the system as a two species system, predictions of the regimes where different thin film morphologies can be obtained becomes possible. 
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The modelling was compared to results from PS-PDMS annealed in toluene and heptane vapors, in which the measured selectivity of the solvents to the blocks was used to derive a selectivity fit allowing the system to be mapped onto an idealized model with two fully-selective solvents. Both modelling and experiment show that spherical, cylindrical, perforated lamellar, and lamellar morphologies are obtained by varying the solvent ratio. The simulations and experiments compared here show the potential of SVA to access a wide array of morphologies simply by controlling selective solvent fractions. Future advances will allow the prediction of morphologies formed under a variety of SVA conditions, and the prediction of dynamic annealing paths to understand systems in which the ODT is reached upon swelling. 
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